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--------------------------------------------------------------------***-----------------------------------------------------------Reduction and image caused by imperfect image the
Abstract :

recorded image is also be corrupted noise.
The transmission medium and error during measurement
and quantization of the data for digital storage is called
noise. (See fig 1.1) the image denoising is extensively
required. It is highly necessary to use in appropriate and
efficient denoising approach to eliminate or reduce noise
while keeping the important image features when preprocessing images.

In this paper explores the difference in performance of spline
wavelets of the bi-orthogonal type in denoising images
corrupted by Additive White Gaussian Noise. The
dependence of the peak signal-to-noise ratio and the mean
squared error on the filter characteristics of the wavelets,
when stationary wavelet transform is used in the de-noising
process is investigated. It is found that the de-noising action
augments with use of wavelet of lower effective length for its
high pass reconstruction filter. For wavelets with equal
effective lengths for their high pass reconstruction filters, a
relation similar to the exists for the high pass decomposition
filters. In this review work the successful application of
sparse coding in compressive sensing, the image selfsimilarity by using a sparse representation based on wavelet
coefficients in a nonlocal and hierarchical way, which
generates competitive results compared to the state-of-theart denoising algorithms. Another adaptive local filter would
be proposed for efficient image denoising.

Fig -1.1: (a) A noise-free Image Pepper, (b) A noisy version
of it
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The bilateral filtering is applied to the sub-band then the
single level bilateral filtering has to the eliminating low
frequency noise component. Some noise component can be
removed effectively, the image denoising framework
combine to the bilateral filtering and threshold wavelet.
The wavelet thresholding method recently is the Sur
Shrink based on the inter scale orthogonal wavelet
transform Instead of the wavelet coefficient Luisier et at
[12] chang and vetterli [8] proposed by the threshold for
image denoising using the wavelet soft thresholding. Bays
shrink [8] proposed that the threshold Bayesian
framework and the prior used wavelet coefficient is the
generalized Gaussian distribution (CGD) used in the image
processing. This method out performance proposed that
Donoho and Johnstone’s sureshrink [7] of the time. Then
the sendur et at [9] considered then non Gaussian
bivariate distribution is purposed and corresponding the

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Image Denoising
The image denoised obtained the real word are mixed with
noise. The transforming the optical signal in to the digital
signal the pixel’s value at specific location depends on the
number. The image amplification and the transmission
additional perturbation can be introduced by electronics
device and transmission line. The different type of noise in
a digital image
1] Shot noise
2] Thermal noise
The image processing in concerned with image
denoising. The degradation comes from blurring as a noise
due to various sources then blurring is the form of
bandwidth
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Nonlinear threshold function. Pezurica [10] et. Al
developed three wavelet domain denoising method for sub
band adaptive, spatially adaptive and multivalue image
denoise. With spatial adaptation, for spatially adaptive
estimation selective wavelet reconstruction. It showed
that variable-knot spline fits and piecewise-polynomial
fits, when equipped with an oracle to select the knots, are
not dramatically more powerful than selective wavelet
reconstruction with an oracle.

wavelet transform (SWT) is a wavelet transform algorithm
designed the translation invariance the discrete wavelet
Transform (DWT). Translation invariance is removed by
down samplers and up samplers in the DWT.
The up sampling filter coefficient by a factor of in the level
of algorithm. The SWT is a scheme as the output of each
level of SWT contains the same number of sampler input
for a decomposition N level. Therefore N in the wavelet
coefficients

3.3 Two Dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform
(2-D DWT)

3. Discrete Wavelet Transform
The discrete wavelet transform is a small wave which has
its energy concentrated in time. The characteristics of
(DWT) are a time scale and time frequency. Analysis tools
have been widely used in topographic reconstruction and
still growing, the advantage of the (DWT) working in the
wavelet domain. This is concentrate energy of the desired
signal in a small number of coefficients.
Hence the noisy image consists of small number coefficient
high signal noise ratio (SNR) and large number of
coefficient with low (SNR)
The (SWT) is hierarchical sub band system this image
actually divided in to four sub band the vertical horizontal
Filters. The sub band labeled is LH1, HL1, HH1, and LL1.
The wavelet is set of orthogonal basic function generated
by translation and dilation of scaling function. The discrete
function is called as a discrete wavelet function (DWT)
The sub band labeled LH1, HL1 and HH1 represent the
scale wavelet coefficient. The wavelet transform used 2D
version synthesis filter bank.

The DWT is extensively used in non-redundant form
known as standard DWT. The filter bank implementation
of standard DWT for images is 2D DWT. There are certain
applications for the optimal representation can be
achieved through more extensions of standard DWT such
as WP and SWT. The image processing applications
required two dimensional implementation of 2D DWT. the
2D DWT is also known as multidimensional wavelet
transform

3.4 Thresholding

The bi-orthogonal wavelet is associate wavelet
transform is invertible designing of bio-orthogonal
wavelet allow more than degrees of freedom than
orthogonal wavelets .one additional degree of freedoms
construct symmetric wavelet transform bi-orthogonal is a
two function or bases .this is used two different scaling
function and two different wavelet transform (Φ and Ψ)
this is one and the same filters for decomposition and
reconstruction. Also, filter banks comprising bi-orthogonal
filters are more flexible and designed easily. Bi-orthogonal
wavelets have linear phase which is good for
reconstruction of images

Wavelet thresholding is a signal estimation technique
the capabilities of wavelet transform for a signal denoising.
it removes noise by coefficients that are relative to some
threshold and turns out to be simple and effective,
depends heavily on the choice of this thresholding
parameter, this threshold to a great extend the efficiency
of denoising. The threshold selection is a Small threshold
may yield close to the input but may still be noisy. A large
threshold on the other hand, produces a signal with a large
number of zero coefficients. This leads to a smooth signal,
paying too much attention to smoothness. The image
processing may cause blur and artifact.
Thresholding method:
1] Soft thresholding
2] Hard thresholding,
3] Semi-soft thresholding
4] Quantize thresholding
The soft thresholding method is used to analyze the
performance of denoising system. This thresholding result
in better denoising performance than other denoising,
leads severe distraction of the interest than other
thresholding method

3.2 Stationary wavelet transform

3.5 Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

3.1 Bi-orthogonal wavelets

The stationary wavelet transform (SWT) is similar to the
discrete wavelet transform is never sub sampled and
sampled of each level decomposition. The stationary
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green or Red channel, there can be more noise in the blue
channel. Gaussian noise is a PDF equal to that normal
distribution is also known as Gaussian distribution.
Gaussian noise is most commonly known as additive white
Gaussian noise. Gaussian noise is properly defined as the
noise with a Gaussian amplitude distribution. The
transform-domain general, and in particular the multistate
ones, are very efficient for AWGN reduction.

(MSE) and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). After comparison,
it is found that MSE for HAAR global hard wavelet
threshold is the least among all. SNR for HAAR SURE
shrink soft level 1 is the maximum and the best among all.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The noise come from a noise source present in the
capturing location or introduced due to imperfection in the
image capturing device like camera. For ex. Focal length
May be week scattering and other conditions and may be
present in the atmosphere, this leads to selection of proper
noise model for image processing system. In this review
work we have studied and analyzed the by considering
methods based on best adaptive representations for
natural images. We have analyzed that the better results
than conventional representation models for image
denoising and deblurring.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper explores de-noising performance of the
different bi-orthogonal spline wavelets, when SWT is used
as the transform for the de-noising operation. The denoising action is found to improve with the use of biorthogonal wavelet of lower effective length for its high
pass reconstruction filter. When the effective lengths of
high pass reconstruction filter for any two bi-orthogonal
spline wavelets are equal, the PSNR decreases with
increase in the effective length of high pass decomposition
filter. The influence of effective length of high pass
decomposition filter on denoising performance is
considerably less than that of high pass reconstruction
filter; this is due to the fact that the latter has larger
number of non-zero filter points than the former. The
maximum value of PSNR is obtained by de-noising with the
bi-orthogonal spline wavelet with the minimum effective
reconstruction filter length co-efficient, whereas DSWT is
Translation Invariant. In DSWT artifacts and aliasing is less
than compared to DWT. This is the reason, why DSWT is
preferred over DWT. We have applied Additive White
Gaussian Noise to an original image (kid), and then DSWT
is applied to get decomposed wavelet co-efficient to which
various threshold techniques are applied for different
wavelets. Inverse DSWT is applied to get reconstructed
denoised image. this paper compared different wavelets
such as Daubachies, Haar, Coiflet, Symlet with various
threshold techniques such as default global hard and soft,
VISU shrink soft and hard, Bayes shrink soft and Hard,
SURE shrink soft and hard and Normal shrink and
measured the parameters such as Mean Square Error
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